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Let £ be a nonempty subset of Rn. A mapping (i.e. function) / : E -> Uk is said
to have the IV" ^property [1] if
VAct*{\A\=0=>\f-l(A)\

= 0}9

(1)

where |.| denotes the outer Lebesgue measure. Being in a certain sense "inverse"
with respect to the widely known Lusin's IV-property, the IV" ^property turns out
to be interesting in some settings particularly when one studies properties of
a composite mapping g O / via properties of g and / which are fulfilled almost
everywhere (a.e.). For instance if g and / a r e a.e. differentiable, each on its domain,
and gOfis defined, then g O f is not in general a.e. differentiable, but it certainly
is if / has the IV" ^property. Some systematic study of the IV"^property for
smooth and for a.e. differentiable functions can be found in [3] (where the
IV" ^property was termed as the "0"-property), [4].
In what follows we deal with continuous (or continuous a.e. differentiable)
functions / : M -• Rk where M is a compact subset of lRn, \M\ > 0.
It can be easily checked [3] that the IV" ^property is equivalent to each of the
following properties:
(IVf1) VA c M,
1

k

(NT ) VB cz R ,

A compact {|i4| > 0 => \f(A)\ > 0};
B compact {|B| = 0 => \f(B)\ = 0};

1. Our first result concerns continuous mappings

Let M be a compact subset of Rn, \M\ > 0. Let X = C(M, Rk) i.e. the space of
all continuous mappings M -> Rk with the norm ||/|| = sup xeM ||/(x)||. We
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denote by IV l = N [(X) the subset of X consisting of all mappings with the
N~ ^property.
Theorem 1. IV-1 is the 1st category ^aS-subset of X.
Proof. Clearly we may assume thet M c= 2, := [0, 1]". For natural numbers
m, v we let
GM>V = {fe X : 3A cz M, A compact, \A\ > \M\/2m, \f(A)\ < v" 2 }.

(2)

It is almost immediate that Gmv is open.
For if feGmv
then there exists a compact set .4 cz M having properties
indicated in (2). We can therefore take an open set Q 3 f(A) such that \Q\ < v~2.
Since f(A) is compact, we have
s:= dist(f(zl), R*\;Q)> 0,
whence it follows that the ball {fe X: \\f — f0|| < e} is contained in Gmv. Next
we will show that Gmv is dense in X. To this end we subdivide [0, 1], for each
natural p > 1, into p equal intervals. This given us the partition of the cube
Q = [0, 1]" into pn equal cubes Qph 1 < i < pn.
Fix a number a, 0 < a < 1, sufficiently close to 1, such that we have

Yj\Q'pinM\<\M\l2m,

(3)

where Qpi is the cube, concentric with Qph defined by the relation diam Qpi = aQpi.
Next for each i e {1,..., pn) consider one more cube Qpi concentric with Qph and
defined by diam Qpi = (2 — a) Qpi. It follows from this construction that

V. e {l,...,p"}:Q;.nU I n t o^ = 0

(4)

1*i

and that the family
{lntQ;/? 1 < i < pn)

(5)

forms an open covering of Q. Let {9ph 1 < i < pn} be a continuous partition of
unity subordinated to the covering (5) (supp 9pi cz Int Q"p). Then by (4) we have
Vi e {1,..., pn) Vx e Q;-: £ ^ ( x ) = ^(x) = 1.

(6)

j=i

Let Ip = {ie {1,..., pn): Qpi n M =t= 0}. For each i e Ip fix a point xr/ e Qpi n M.
Now let f be any element of the space X. For each natural p > 1 consider the
mapping ^ : M —• R* defined by

f»=

I/WW

^eM.

It is trivial that fp e X. We will show that fp e Gmv. Let
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(7)

Ap={jQ'pinM.

(8)

ielp

By (3) we have \Ap\ > |M|/2m, whereas (6) yields that dp is constant on each set
Q'pi n M whence |./p(-4p)| = 0 and consequently, fpe Gmv for each p > 1 (and
each v). Before showing that/, - > / w e will make the following remark. Let xeQ.
Then x e Qpi for some i. Let
Slp9i)={je{l9...9f}:Q%nQpi*Q}.
An easy consideration shows that there exist at most 3n cubes Q^ intersecting Qpi.
These are exactly those cubes for which Qpj n Qpi =t= 0. Hence card J(p, i) < 3M.
Furthermore all such cubes Qp\ are contained in the cube Qpi concentricwith Qpi and
whose diameter is five times bigger then that of the cube Qpi (clearly diam $*• =
5 y/n/p). Now let xeM. Then x e Qpi for some i and, taking into consideration
the above remark, we obtain that
\\fp{x) - f{x)\\ <

X \\f{xPJ) - f{x)\\ 6PJ{x) < 3"co{f 5 J~"IP).
jeS{p,i)

where co(/ 8) is the modulus of continuity of/ Thus/, -» / i n X as p -> oo which
shows that Gmv is dense in X.
Next we wish to prove that
X\N->=

\jGm,

(9)

ro=l

where

Gm:=

f]Gm}V.
v=l

L e t / e X\N~l. There exists a (compact) set A cz M, |A| > 0 such that |/(-4)| = 0.
It follows immediately that fe Gmv for each m > |M|/2|/1| and each v, i.e. / is in
the right hand part of (9). Conversely, let fe Gmv for some m, and let {^4V} be the
corresponding sequence of (compact) subsets of M such that
|4.|>|M|/2m, \f(Ar)\ <v~2.

(10)

Consider the set B := lim sup Av. The first relation in (10) implies that
|i3| > \M|/2m, and from the second one we get that for each i

lf(£)I^IIf(A)l<Iv-2,
whence \f(B)\ = 0, which means that fe X\N~l. Thus we have shown that (9)
holds.
Now to finish the proof of the theorem it remains to observe that Gmv being
open and dense in the complete space X, each Gm is a dense ^-set. And we
conclude finally from (9) that IV-1 is the 1st category J^-set.
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2. N ^property for continuous almost everywhere differentiable mappings

In this section we restrict ourselves to considering mappings Q = [0, 1]" -> Rn
and we weill make use of.
Theorem 2. [3] Let f:Q-+Rnbea
continuous a.e. differentiable mapping,
where Q is an open subset of Rn. Then the following equivalence holds
f has the N~l-property o det/' 4= 0 a.e. on Q.

(11)

Now let X be the space of all continuous a.e. differentiable mappings
f=(f\
."> / " ) : Q - K" such that 1V'eL(Q), 1 < ij < n, where Djf1 = dfl/dxj.
The norm on X is defined by
| | / | | = sup ||/(x)||+

X

\\DjfUx

(12)

l<.i,j<nJQ

xeQ

and again we denote by IV"1 = N~l(X) the set of all elements of X having the
IV" ^property.
Theorem 3. IV"1 is a &s-subset of X.
Proof. It is obvious that Theorem 2 works if an open set Q is replaced by the
closed cube Q. Applying (11) we may write at once
X\N~l=

()Fm,

(13)

m= l

where
Fm = j / e X : ~A c Q measurable, \A\ > - , det/' | A = 0 j .

(14)

This reduces the proof to showing that the sets Fm are closed. Let fk -* / in X,
ft = (A\...,fkn)eFm,
f= (f\...,/-).
By (12) it follows that Djfl->Djfl in
l
L (Q), 1 -^ U] .< w. Hence there exists a subsequence {fkv} such that D//i/v -> Djfx
a.e. on Q, 1 < 1,7 < n. Denote by {^Jthe sequence of corresponding measurable
sets determined by (14) i.e. such that for each v
|A,.|>^

and d e t / t ; | A v = 0,

(15)

and let A := lim sup Akv. Rejecting, if necessary, sets of measure zero, we may
assume with no loss of generality that Djfkv —> Djf1 (pointwise) on A and that/and
fkv, v = 1, 2, ..., are differentiable on A. Let x be any point of A. There exists
a subsequence {-4*VJ (depending on x) such that x e Akvs for all s. Then by (15) we
get
det/'(*) = limdet/'jx) = 0 .
s—>00
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Hence det / ' = 0 on A, and since \A\ >
Fm is closed which concludes the proof.

m

we have that / = lim fk e Fm. Thus

Remark. It was observed in [3] that Theorem 2 remains valid, with minor
modification in proof, if differentiability a.e. is replaced by existence a.e. of finite
derivatives D}f[ (in which case f'(x) in (11) is understood as a linear operator
n
whose matrix in standard basis of IR is (Djf^x))). A brief examination of the proof
then show that Theorem 3 is also valid under this weaker assumption.
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